
Lesson Plan Format

Lesson plan for: Math- Lesson 5.7: Model Decimals with Base-10 Blocks  (DAY 2)

Date: January 21, 2014

Benchmark/Core Standards:

N.ME.03.21 Understand and relate decimal fractions to fractional parts of a 
dollar, e.g.,
1/2 dollar = $0.50;  1/4 dollar = $0.25.*
N.ME.03.02 Identify the place value of a digit in a number, e.g., in 3,241, 2 is in 
the hundreds place. Recognize and use expanded notation for numbers using place 
value through 9,999, e.g., 2,517 is 2000+ 500+10+ 7; 4 hundreds and 2 ones is 402.

Note: This lesson is designed for our Math Workshop.  The anticipatory set 
and direct instruction will take place during the “Teacher Time” workshop.  
Please see math workshop schedule on promethean board and sheet provided.

Objective for this lesson:

To model decimals with base-10 blocks and to review decimals with money.

*Students will be able to use base-10 blocks to write decimals and fractions and 
they will understand that decimals are part of a whole.  

Anticipatory Set: 

- What is our big idea in math? (place value and decimals)

- Last week we introduced decimals and how important they are when we are 
talking about money.  The placement of our decimal changes the place value of the 
numbers. (show them an example $4.52 and $45.20) *have students read the 
amounts

- Why did you say the word “and” when you came to this dot?  What is that dot 
called? (a decimal)

- Why do we use a decimal?  or What does it separate? (our dollars from our cents)

- Today we are going to continue our exploration and the value of decimals using 
money and base-10 blocks.



Direct Instruction:

1. Using your slate let’s review decimals with money.

-Write the value of the coins I place in the center of the table on your slate (place 
dimes and pennies in the center of the table ex.) 3 dimes and 4 pennies- .36) What 
does the 3 in your decimal represent? (the 3 dimes) What does the 4 in your 
decimal represent (the 4 pennies) *repeat this a few times

-How many pennies are in a dollar? (100)  How many dimes are in a dollar? (10)

2. Review the name and value of base-10 blocks

-Hold up a cube- What is the name of this? (a cube) Thinking of our coins, which 
one is it equal to? (a penny/1 cent)

-Hold up a long- What is the name of this? (a long) Think of our coins, which one is 
it equal to? (a dime/10 cents)

-Hold up a flat- What is the name of this? (a flat)  Thinking of money, what is the 
easiest way to represent a flat? (a dollar bill)

-How many cubes are in a long? (10)  How many longs are in a flat? (10)  How many 
cubes are in a flat? (100)

Guided Practice:

1. Pass out a bag of Base-10 blocks to each student

- Turn to pages 114 and 115 in your Math Journal 

- on the flat on Pg. 114, show me what .24 looks like using longs and cubes.

-Complete 1, 2, and 3 on Pg. 114 together (write the word hundredths on the big 
white board)

-Pass out the food items with price tags on them

1. Craisins Cranberries .02

2.Instant Oatmeal .04

3. Popcorn .20



4.Pudding .22

5.Lime Jell-0 .24

6.Can of soup .52

7.Cornbread muffin mix .63

Have each student read the price of their grocery item as a fraction (refer back 
to money and use cents if student gets confused)  (ex. .52 fifty-two hundredths) 
As a group, place the grocery items in order from least to greatest price.

-If time permits:On Pg. 115 complete problem #4 together.  Monitor students as 
they work on problems 5-12 (using the base-10 blocks if needed).  Allow them to 
complete the page at their own pace if they are showing a strong understanding.

Closure:

It is time to clean up, but before you do so what was the big idea of our lesson? 
(decimals)

On your slip of paper please write your name and tell me what decimal these 
base-10 blocks represent (show them any amount ex. 2 cubes) and what amount is 
greater .07 or .7).  Once you are done please hand me your sticky note and clean up.

Independent Practice:

The students work independently at the following stations:

1. Math Box 5.7 worksheet (corresponds with lesson being taught from Everyday 
Mathematics book)

2.Tech Time (students work on IXL skills, which is an app on their Ipad and the 
skills assigned today are F.4 Multiplication x3 and B.7 Place Value using expanded 
form) These were chosen because after Math Workshop the students will have 
their x3 multiplication test and place value is our unit of study.

3. Homework for continued practice: At the end of the day the students will be 
given a Math Paper that is identical to the one that we did as a guided practice in 
their math journals (the numbers will be different).



Materials required:

-white boards (1 per student)

-Ipads (1 per student)

-Math Box 5.7 (1 copy per student)

-3 decks of cards (1 deck per 2 students when playing the subtraction top it game)

-student math journals (pg. 114 and 115)

-dry erase markers (1 per student)

-set of base-10 blocks (one per student)

-coins (dimes and nickels) for teacher

-homework: Math Master Pg. 139 (1 copy per student)

-food items with price labels


